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Transit plays an important part in the provision of
transportation facilities and services in the Mesa County
region. Although not suitable for everyone, transit serves
many residents of the community for whom driving is not
an option, or a poor one, due to disability, income
limitations, or other factors. Environmentally‐conscious
persons and those trying to save on transportation costs
also use transit.

Throughout the development of the 2035 Regional
Transportation Plan, transit issues were considered and discussed with the public and transit interest groups to
develop recommendations and service priorities for the transit component of the Plan.
In this chapter, existing transit conditions are presented
first, followed by a history of recent transit projects and
input from the public on transit needs and desires. Finally,
the transit vision and baseline plans are discussed along with
the financially‐constrained transit plan.

Existing Conditions
Two primary types of public transit services are offered in
the Mesa County region – a local fixed‐route bus system and
an Americans with Disabilities Act‐compliant paratransit
service. Grand Valley Transit (GVT) operates 11 fixed local
bus routes serving Grand Junction, Palisade, Clifton, Orchard
Mesa, and Fruita. Local bus rides in the Redlands area are
provided by general public Dial‐A‐Ride service. In addition to
the GVT and Dial‐A‐Ride services, there are some additional
public, private, and public/private transit services offered in
the region. Other providers include the Town of De Beque,
Family Health West, Mesa Developmental Services, and St.
Mary’s Senior Companion Program.

What the Public Said
“In the current economic situation of
our valley I think public
transportation is a luxury for our
county coffers to be paying for. We
need to be more dependent on our
families and our churches instead of
any kind of government programs.
The more we get rid of government
intervention in our lives, the better.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan

What the Public Said
“Please strive to use smart growth,
sustainable planning principles throughout
this process. The old models of car
planning are antiquated and Colorado
communities must make the shift or we
will no longer thrive. Please use as much
mass transit and other forms of alternative
transportation during this process. Rural
areas (such as Mesa County) can be
successful with transit but people need
efficient, affordable options to their
vehicles. Transit is the answer; not wider,
improved highways for gas guzzling cars.”

The areas served by the public GVT local bus system are also
served by the curb‐to‐curb paratransit service for those who are
eligible. Paratransit service is offered in accordance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990. The ADA
paratransit service is for persons with physical, cognitive,
emotional, visual, or other disabilities which functionally prevent
them from using the public fixed‐route bus system either
permanently or at certain times of the year.
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Disability alone does not create eligibility. The decision is based on the applicant’s functional ability to use GVT
buses. The GVT fixed route system is almost fully accessible. All buses are accessible to persons who use mobility
aids such as wheelchairs and walkers. ADA paratransit service is available within ¾ mile of the fixed route service
and at the times served by the GVT fixed route system.
The Mesa County Regional Transportation Planning Office (RTPO) is the contract administrator for Grand Valley
Transit. Currently the service is operated by First Transit through a five‐year renewable contract which began in
2007. The operating cost of the service is funded through grants received from both the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) and the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT). These grants are matched with
local funds provided by the City of Fruita, City of Grand Junction, Mesa County, and the Town of Palisade which
is done through an intergovernmental agreement (IGA). Buses and bus facilities are also purchased utilizing
grants from both the FTA and CDOT and matched with local funds as well.

A Brief History of Transit in the Grand Valley
On September 10, 1890, Grand Junction’s first public transit system went into
operation: Five cents bought a ride on the horse-drawn rail car that traveled
down Main Street every hour. Barney Kennedy, Benton Canon, Thomas
Crawford, and George Wheeler could be called the pioneers of public transit in
Grand Junction. The four men formed the Grand Junction Street Car Company
in 1890. They financed the construction of the street railway that ran from the
train depot on 1st Street north to Main Street then east on Main to 7th Street.
This first rail car system, including barns for the horses, cost $10,000.
In 1891, after George Wheeler left the Grand Junction Street Car Company,
Orson Adams and W.H. Crawford Jr. joined Kennedy, Canon, and T. Crawford
to form the Grand Junction Street Railway Company and took over operation
of the streetcar franchise. The system expanded with the construction of an
iron turntable at 5th and Main Street, and a line extended down 5th Street to
the car barn. There were two four-wheel cars and three or four horses.
Nine years later, in the wake of declining ridership and complaints about
service, the City of Grand Junction bought the operation for $875.00,
becoming the only municipality in the country to own a street car line.
However, service did not improve and use continued to decline. By 1903, the
street railway operation ended, and the city sold the rails and cars leaving
residents and visitors to walk or hire a private horse and rig to navigate the
muddy city streets. The poor roads and the distance between the fruit lands
and the city hindered trade for farmers and ranchers, and people talked of an
electric railway system that would connect Fruita, Grand Junction, and
Palisade. However, funding for such a project proved difficult to obtain.
In 1908, the Fruit Belt Power & Irrigation Company formed to finance construction of a dam and power plant near De
Beque which, they claimed, would provide electricity for all of the Grand Valley. The company consisted of four men from
Colorado Springs, Horace Devereux, Eugene Sunderlin, J. Arthur Connell, and George Tripp, as well as Glenwood Springs
banker C.C. Parks and Grand Junction banker Orson Adams. Charles E. Noble worked with the men to negotiate legal
matters and rights of way with city officials. The possibility of a power plant inspired Noble to lobby city officials and the
Chamber of Commerce for permission to construct an electric railway. The officials welcomed the idea, viewing a railway
as an advertisement for the prosperity and sophistication of their city. Most residents consented to have the line run along
their streets, and ranchers donated rights of way thinking it would increase property values. Devereux, Sunderlin, Thomas
Curtain, Henry Hall, and Charles MacNeill incorporated to form the Grand Junction Electric Railway Company, starting out
with a capital of $100,000.

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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A Brief History of Transit in the Grand Valley (continued)
In the spring of 1909, workmen built three miles of rail in one month, and on May 22, 1909, the electric railway, carrying
city officials and prominent citizens made its first circuit around the city of Grand Junction. The railway ran east from 2nd
Street to 12th Street on South Ave., Main Street, and Gunnison. The North-South lines ran from South Avenue to Gunnison
on 4th, 10th, and 12th Streets.
Meanwhile, Devereux, Sunderlin, Curtian, Hall, Adams, Noble, and Frank McMahon formed the Grand Junction & Grand
River Valley Railway Company to build an interurban route from Grand Junction to Fruita. By July 1910, the Fruit Belt
Route, as it was now called, extended to provide passenger and freight transportation to Fruita. The line extended to
Fruita instead of Palisade because orchardists in Palisade were not willing to cede forty feet of productive orchard land for
the right of way. Orson Adams, president of the Grand Junction Electric Gas & Manufacturing contracted to supply power
“temporarily.” Although, as the railway system grew, Adams expanded his electric plant, bringing the capacity to 1000
kilowatts, and ended speculation about the construction of a hydroelectric plant in De Beque.
During the next sixteen years, roads improved, autos gained in popularity, and
buses promised more convenient and extended services. Consequently, though
the streetcars were still used for hauling crops until 1935, the last city passenger
trolley ran on October 31st, 1926. The interurban, as the Grand River Valley
Railroad, continued to offer passenger service to Fruita under the operation of
the Public Service Company of Colorado until 1928.
On the first day of November 1926, the Western Slope Motorway Company
began bus service in Grand Junction offering free rides all day. However, after
that first day, ridership steadily declined due to erratic service and the fact that
Grand Junction was still a small town where most people were used to walking.
The Public Service Company took over ownership in 1927. Later, John Hayden
and his company, Grand Junction Transit Lines, operated the bus system.
Nonetheless, ridership did not increase, and it finally stopped running in 1949,
marking the end of public transit and the beginning of the automobile era in the
Grand Valley.

All information for A Brief History of Transit in the Grand Valley was taken from:
McGuire, William L. and Charles Teed. The Fruit Belt Route: The Railways of Grand Junction, Colorado 18901935. Grand Junction: National Railway Historical Society, 1981.
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Grand Valley Transit – Fact Sheet
February 21, 2000 - Grand Valley Transit began service with two circulator
routes in downtown Grand Junction, a north south shuttle, an east west shuttle,
a Fruita shuttle, and a Palisade shuttle. In addition, a Dial-a-Ride service was
offered to residents living too far from the circulator or shuttle routes. Service
operated from 5:45am-6:15pm Monday to Friday. Circulators operated every 15
minutes and shuttles every 30 minutes. Fares for circulator routes were $.50;
shuttles and Dial-A-Ride were $1.00 with free transfers. Services are funded by
the fares collected, a local intergovernmental agreement between City of Grand
Junction, City of Fruita, Mesa County, and the Town of Palisade as well as
through several Federal Transit Administration grants. Grand Valley Transit
started out with twenty-two body on chassis, 12-passenger, ADA accessible
buses. Circulator and shuttle service was free until March 1. Dial-a-ride cost was
$1. 513 passengers served on first day of service.
August 2001 - GVT restructures its routes to accommodate school schedules.
October 15, 2001 - 9 routes and dial-a-ride
October 27, 2001 - Saturday service added 8:45am-6:15pm
November 28, 2001 - 10 routes and dial-a-ride service
February 2002 - Eight 1981 GMC and thirteen 1995 Goshen buses purchased from RTD for $1 each. Route restructure
took effect.
August 29, 2002 - Grand Valley Transit was proud to announce that it surpassed one million passenger trips. A
celebration was held and the one millionth rider, Glena Harrison, was awarded a lifetime bus pass among other gifts.
September 1, 2003 - Routes 5A & 5B combined and added Route 11-Shopping Mall Route.
January 2, 2004 - Fares increased from $0.50 to $1.00 for fixed route and from $1.00 to $2.00 for paratransit.
June 12, 2004 - Transfer slips were introduced.
January 2, 2005 to present - Bus service was extended until 5:15am – 7:15pm Monday through Friday.
December 11, 2006 - Grand Valley Transit moved its transfer station at Mesa State College to its temporary location on
South Avenue and 7th Street. All routes except two also had to be restructured to accommodate for this new location.
Route 11 restructured in order to serve the Redlands area.
July 11, 2007 - New Clifton Transfer Station was completed. Since GVT was started as a fixed-route transit system, it
has used a small transfer station outside of Coronado Plaza in the Clifton area to transfer riders between the Clifton,
Palisade, Patterson Road, Orchard Avenue and North Avenue routes. This transfer station has never been ideal because
there are no fixed facilities, few sidewalks, and the buses had to use the busy street outside the plaza to park for
transfers. This new facility features paved and curbed bus parking, as well as sidewalk waiting areas for riders. It also has
shelters for waiting passengers, and was landscaped using a plan completed by our local Colorado State University
Cooperative Extension Office.
January 2, 2008 - Saturday service extended to 5:15am – 7:15pm. Several routes were restructured to better serve the
riders.
April 2009 - Clifton Pedestrian Improvement project was completed. This project not only improved pedestrian access
and safety to the Grand Valley Transit Clifton Transfer facility but to all the business in the area of the old 32 Road and I70B.
June 1, 2009 - Grand Valley Transit Operations and Transfer Facility opened at the corner of 5th Street and South
Avenue. This new facility is now the downtown transfer location for 7 routes and houses the Grand Valley Transit offices.
July 10, 2009 - Mesa County was awarded a $1.5 million dollar grant through the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA). This grant will cover the cost of the construction of a new maintenance facility for Grand Valley Transit out at
the Public Works facility in Whitewater. This new building will house three maintenance bays, a wash bay, a lube bay,
break room, tool storage room, fleet parts storage, and oil storage. The costs for development, furnishings and equipment
will be purchased using other funds. The total cost of the project is projected to be $2.5 million.
November 2010 – First two buses powered by compressed natural gas (CNG) are ordered for GVT fleet.

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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The GVT services in the Mesa County region are guided by the Grand Valley Transportation Planning Region’s
Transit and Human Services Coordination Plan. The Transit Coordination Plan considers transit needs, existing
public transit providers, gaps and duplication in service, and federal and state requirements to prioritize transit
capital and service provisions. The current Transit and Human Services Coordination Plan was adopted in
January 2008 and updated with current information as part of the development of this 2035 Regional
Transportation Plan.
The existing GVT local bus routes are shown in Figure 6‐1 along with the shaded Dial‐A‐Ride service area. The 11
existing routes operate from 5:15 AM to 7:15 PM Monday through Saturday with 60‐minute frequencies as
indicated in Figure 6‐2. Table 6‐1 contains information about the existing transit service in the region. Figure 6‐3
highlights recent transit ridership trends.

Figure 6‐1: Existing Transit Service in the Mesa County Region
Please refer to the Map Appendix to see a larger version of this map.

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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Figure 6‐2: Existing Weekday / Saturday Service Hours and Bus Frequencies

What the Public Said
“The bus needs to run every
30 minutes during the busy
morning and afternoon
hours.”

Table 6‐1: Existing Transit Service Data
Ridership
Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Fixed Route Bus
System Ridership
192,852
591,760
641,392
686,688
672,394
750,827
644,528
752,793
878,022
983,698

% Change from
Previous Year
n/a
207%
8%
7%
‐2%
12%
‐14%
17%
17%
12%

Paratransit Ridership
18,480
12,372
13,255
9,472
9,727
8,411
8,491
9,591
9,485
11,213

% Change from
Previous Year
n/a
‐33%
7%
‐29%
3%
‐14%
1%
13%
‐1%
18%

Fares
Ride/Service

Fare
(one‐way)

Fixed Route Single Ride

$1.00

Dial‐A‐Ride Single Ride

$1.00

Transfer

Free

ADA Paratransit Single Ride

$2.00

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan

Prepaid Passes
One‐day Pass
Eleven‐ride Pass
Monthly Pass – Youth/Senior
Monthly Pass – Adult
Six‐month Pass – Youth/Senior
Six‐month Pass – Adult
Annual Pass – Youth/Senior
Annual Pass – Adult
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Cost
$2.50
$10.00
$15.00
$30.00
$75.00
$100.00
$125.00
$175.00
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Figure 6‐3: Recent History of Transit Ridership
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What the Public Said
“By 2035 it probably will be advantageous to
be utilizing the rail lines in the area more
effectively. The use of commuter trains from
Fruita, Palisade, and Clifton to a central
station in Grand Junction should be
considered. Access to the rail line to Delta
might also be considered. Purchasing the old
Union Station now… should be considered,
this could be the central hub.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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Recently Completed, Under Construction, and Committed
Projects
Some recent and noteworthy transit projects are highlighted below.

Grand Valley Transit Downtown Station and Operations Center
Completed in June 2009, the GVT Operations Center has room for eight buses at one time, as well as public
restrooms, improved lighting, passenger shelters and safety amenities. The two‐story building at the site houses
GVT offices and operations, including ticketing and waiting areas for customers. It is also home to Mesa County’s
Regional Transportation Planning Office and its staff.

Compressed Natural Gas Powered Bus Purchases
Grand Valley Transit will be receiving its first two compressed natural gas (CNG) buses at the end of 2011. These
40 foot Eldorado Axess low floor buses will be the largest of the existing fleet and will be the start of the CNG
fleet conversion for GVT as buses are replaced. GVT will be utilizing the CNG fueling station and infrastructure
located at the City of Grand Junction’s Fleet Shop.

Clifton Bus Transfer Center
In July 2007, the Clifton Transfer Center was opened. It now allows for the GVT buses to have a parking area off
street and passenger amenities. In 2010 a public restroom and shelters were constructed.

Arterial Street Bus Pullouts
In November 2010, the first four Grand Valley Transit bus pullouts were completed along North Avenue. These
new pullouts create safer stopping locations for the buses and reduce traffic congestion along this busy corridor.
Another four pullouts will be completed by June 2011. Three will be along Patterson Road and one on Horizon
Drive.

GVT Bus Maintenance Facilities
This new facility is currently under construction (as of January 2011)
and expected to be completed in June 2011. Located in Whitewater,
the new maintenance facility will replace the existing facility and will
be the only maintenance facility for Grand Valley Transit buses. The
facility will provide adequate bus parking, staff and delivery parking,
and parts storage. It will also provide the necessary equipment,
facilities, and space for bus maintenance activities. It will include four
maintenance bays, a wash bay, lube bay, and break room, tool
storage, fleet parts storage, and oil storage. Total estimated cost of
the project is $2,500,000 with $1,500,000 being paid for through the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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What the Public Said
“GVT is not efficient enough to
use for work. It would be helpful
to have business routes with
minimal wait time and stops. I
mapped out home (Fruita) to
MCDHS and it would take over an
hour and a half.”
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GVT Intermodal Facility
This project will replace the existing Greyhound bus station (built in
approximately 1940) located at the corner of 5th Street and Ute Avenue, a
What the Public Said
very congested intersection in Grand Junction. It will also replace the
“Transit connections are key
existing GVT transfer station which is located on‐street in front of one of
to growth and employment
the Mesa Mall entrances. The new intermodal transfer center will be
and quality of life.”
located near the Mesa Mall with improved access to the existing GVT
routes, as well as improved access to Interstate 70 and US 6/US 50 for
Greyhound. The project will include nine full‐size bus bays, public
restrooms, indoor and outdoor waiting areas, Greyhound ticketing and GVT
bus pass purchasing counter, bicycle storage spaces, sidewalks, cross walks, benches, lighting and landscaping.
This project is currently estimated to start construction in 2012.

What We Heard About Transit
In all phases of the development of the 2035 Regional
Transportation Plan, a significant public involvement effort
allowed people from around the region opportunities to
provide input on their priorities for the transit system. Input
was received on several transit‐related topics through the
open houses, online transportation user survey, onboard
transit survey, Connections Workshops, and website and
postcard comments. It is interesting and important to note
the diversity of views on the subject of transit especially
between transit riders and the larger resident population.
A summary of the input on the transit system is provided in
this section. In general, input on the transit system reflected
a desire for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bus service later into the evening;
bus service on Sundays;
increased bus frequencies;
express service to outlying communities;
additional routes within the urban area;
additional amenities such as shelters at bus stops; and
increased overall investment in transit services compared to other modes, depending on the audience.

What the Public Said
“(I would like) more buses connecting
communities laced with bicycle and
pedestrian trails. We can't stay on the carmore-cars path much longer.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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Online Resident Survey
The Online Transportation User Survey was designed to provide as much access to as many local residents as
possible in order to determine their thoughts on the existing transportation system and goals for future
transportation investment.
Please rate the importance of the following PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (TRANSIT) OBJECTIVES:
(The average of all 479 responses is shown for each question.)

Provide transportation for visitors to Mesa County

3.0

Serve students and others too young to drive

3.7

Serve commute trips between home and work

3.5

Provide transportation for seniors

4.2

Provide transportation for disabled persons

4.2

Provide transportation for low income persons

3.7

Provide transportation for persons who do not
drive

4.0

Provide transportation for ALL residents in Mesa
County

3.4

1
(Not Important)

2

3

4

5
(Very Important)

What the Public Said
“Enhance transit hours or
frequency of bus service;
improve sidewalks.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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How likely would you be to USE THE BUS more often if:
(The average of all 464 responses is shown for each question.)

Better connections were made with other modes of travel

2.9

More buses (higher frequencies) were offered on each route

3.1

You lost your job or a significant portion of your household income

3.1

The image of the bus system was improved

2.5
2.8

Traffic congestion increased substantially
Gas prices stay above $4.00 per gallon

3.1
2.4

Gas prices stay above $3.00 per gallon
Gas prices stay above $2.00 per gallon

1.8

Travel Time and/or Directness were improved on each route

3.2

More bus stops were offered closer to the places you work and
shop

2.7
2.8

More bus stops were offered closer to your home

2.1

Sunday service was available

2.0

The buses ran on holidays

2.6

Later service in the evenings was offered

2.8

More routes covering more of the region were offered

1
(Very Unlikely)

2

3

4

5
(Very Likely)

What the Public Said
“I would suggest that an
east-west light rail system be
seriously considered.”

What the Public Said
“Enhance transit hours or
frequency of bus service.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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What is your IMPRESSION OF THE BUS SYSTEM?
(The average of all 157 responses is shown for each question.)

Personal safety at the bus stops

3.0

Personal safety on the bus

3.4

Coverage of the bus routes – Do they go where you
need them to go?

2.3

On‐time reliability of the bus

3.0

Frequency of the buses

2.2

Condition of bus shelters

3.1

Location of bus stops

3.0

1
(Poor)

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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5
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How well does the BUS SYSTEM SERVE the following trips?
(The average of all 146 responses is shown for each question.)

Between your work place and home

2.1

To/from shopping

3.0

On major streets that run east/west in Mesa County

3.2

On major streets that run north/south in Mesa
County

3.0

Within Mesa County

2.7

1
(Poor)

2

3

4

5
(Excellent)

What the Public Said
“(I would desire) Fruita –
Palisade in town bus routes
with express service to
Grand Junction.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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How willing are you to have your TAX DOLLARS used to support the following improvements?
(Average Rating shown where 1= not willing and 5 = very willing)
More Willing
Average
Rating
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.3
3.1
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.4
2.1

Improvements
Adding trails for walking and bicycling
Adding pedestrian facilities such as sidewalks, crosswalks, etc.
Improving major streets in the Mesa County area
Improving transportation for seniors and persons with disabilities
Reducing traffic congestion in the future
Improving the timing of traffic signals
Adding on‐street bike lanes
Adding more bus routes to serve more of the community
Reducing traffic congestion today
Improving rural roads around Mesa County area
Adding bus service in the evenings
Adding bus service on Sundays
Reducing delays caused by trains
Note: Highlighted rows indicate transit recommendations. 452 Responses

Less Willing

What the Public Said

Onboard Transit Survey

“Increase public transit options not only bus routes, but rapid
transit connecting to Denver too.”

As part of the transit component of the 2035 Regional
Transportation Plan’s development, an onboard transit survey was
conducted. Onboard surveys provide valuable information about
the actual bus riders, including passenger demographics, trip characteristics, and perceptions of the quality of
service. This survey was conducted on March 24, 2010. For more information on the transit survey, please see
the report, Grand Valley Transit Onboard Survey and Count Analysis – 2010.
How should tax dollars be spent?
(The average of all 234 responses is shown for each question.)
Improvement

Rating

Adding bus service in the evenings
Adding bus service on the weekends
Adding bus routes to serve more of the community
Adding pedestrian facilities along streets
Adding off‐street trails/paths for walking and/or biking
Improving major streets in Mesa County
Adding on‐street bike lanes
Improving rural roads in Mesa County
Reducing automobile delays caused by train crossings

3.7
3.7
3.6
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
2.7

Note: Highlighted rows indicate transit recommendations from transit bus riders.

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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Who Rides Transit?
The onboard transit survey collects information on bus riders so that planners can better tune the system to
their needs as resources permit. Some of the characteristics of local Grand Valley Transit bus riders are listed
below.

•
•
•

Most riders speak English primarily (95 percent).

•

70 percent of riders identify themselves as white, 14 percent as Hispanic, 9 percent as American
Indian/Alaskan Native, and 3 percent African American.

•

68 percent of users have household incomes of less than $15,000 annually, while only 8 percent make
over $50,000.

•
•
•

62 percent of users said that they don’t have a license or the ability to drive.

•

Riders take the bus to work (36 percent), for personal business (16 percent), and for
shopping/errands (11 percent).

More riders are Male (55 percent) than Female (45 percent).
Riders between the ages of 25 and 34 are most common (21 percent) with ages 19 to 24 (20 percent)
just behind. Only 9 percent of riders are over the age of 55.

Many riders (48 percent) don’t have access to a vehicle in working condition.
A large majority of riders use the system very often - six days per week (42 percent) or five days per
week (26 percent).

Conclusions

•

GVT serves the entire community. People who ride GVT represent the entire spectrum of people who
live in Mesa County, in terms of age, ethnicity, gender, and income.

•

GVT provides essential mobility options in the community. About two-thirds use GVT because they
don’t have access to a car or for other reasons are unable to drive.

•
•

GVT is used often by those who rely on it. Most riders use the system five or six days per week.
GVT supports access to and participation in the local economy. Many of the riders on the bus system
take the bus to work because they don’t have access to other transportation options. Some people
would not be able to maintain jobs without the transit system. There is real economic value to the
community when more people are working and paying taxes rather than on public assistance.

What the Public Said
“I happily used the Roaring Fork Transit Authority System for 25 years at least 4 days a week before
moving here. It worked for me because there were express buses from El Jebel to Aspen that covered
the 26 miles in 30 minutes. Going from Palisade to downtown Grand Junction would take me 1+
hours currently and some of my shifts start at 7:15 AM and end as late as 7:00 PM so the current
schedules are hard to work with. I would like to use the system and I realize that nothing is perfect but
with growth I hope the system will grow and improve.”

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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Connections Workshops
The Connections Workshops were designed to allow residents of the region to prioritize multi‐modal
transportation improvements based on real‐world budgets. As such, numerous alternative transportation
solutions were suggested by the participants. In addition, participants were asked to allocate 25‐years of funding
to different travel modes.
Transit Improvements – Most of those participating in the workshops favored greater investment in
transit services.

As the graphic shows, almost every discussion group included funding for at least the base level of transit
service, which would equate local bus service similar to today’s Grand Valley Transit service. Many of the groups
also indicated a desire for increased transit spending in the form of new bus routes and/or enhanced service on
existing routes.

Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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Transit Plan Development
Transit Planning Process
Throughout the development of the 2035 Regional Transportation Plan, transit interests were well represented
in both the planning process and the participating public. Input on the transit system was made through the
following resources/venues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online transportation user survey,
Priority packet postcards,
Onboard survey,
Stakeholder interviews,
Targeted outreach to students at Mesa State College,
Municipalities Dinner,
Public meetings/open houses,
Connections Workshops,
Telephone Town Hall,
Public Officials Workshop,
Online through the project website, and
Local Coordinating Council (LCC) meetings among transportation providers.

More information on the public input process can be found in the What We Heard section of this chapter and
also in Chapter 2, Community Involvement. In addition to the public outreach activities of the Regional
Transportation Plan’s development, input to the process was also obtained from the transit components of local
comprehensive plans and from the Grand Valley Transportation Planning Region’s Transit and Human Services
Coordination Plan (January 2008). The development of the transit component for the 2035 Regional
Transportation Plan emanated directly from the Coordination Plan.
As indicated in Chapter 1, Process, Context, Issues, and Key Messages, the development of the 2035 Regional
Transportation Plan was guided by the Grand Valley Regional Transportation Committee (GVRTC) and the
Regional Transportation Plan Steering Committee. A Transit Subcommittee of the Steering Committee was
formed to consider the body of information provided through the public outreach process and the local transit
plans. The Subcommittee then determined what issues and alternatives were appropriate for the regional
context of the 2035 Regional Transportation Plan, and they refined the Transit Evaluation Criteria for analyzing
alternatives.
A series of Vision, Baseline, and Low Base scenarios were developed based on direction from the region’s
elected officials and staff, including funding and service levels. Transit alternatives were specific to each
scenario, although they all explored new routes, changes to bus frequencies, extended service hours into the
evening and on Sundays, and in some cases express routes. These issues and more are discussed in the following
sections.
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Light Rail, Commuter Rail, or Bus Rapid Transit: What’s the Difference?
Different types of transit services are described below:
Fixed Route Bus Service: This service uses large rubber-tire vehicle that typically operate on city streets
based on a regular schedule and a fixed service route. Buses can be large (more than 40 feet) or small (less
than 28 feet) depending on ridership potential and size limitations. Routes can be local (shorter routes in the
urban area with frequent stops), express (similar to local routes but with fewer stops), or regional (city-tosuburb or city-to-city service with infrequent stops).
Light Rail: These are 2 to 4 car trainsets that operate primarily in exclusive rights-of-way with some mixedflow traffic segments. Power is supplied by overhead catenaries providing good start/stop performance and
speeds up to about 55 miles per hour. Station spacing is shorter than commuter rail and farther apart than
fixed-route bus service, usually between ½ and 2 miles. Light rail is most suitable for denser urban and
downtown areas. Service to close-in suburbs can be provided, but longer distances make light rail less
competitive in terms of cost and travel time.
Rail Trolley: This technology is similar to light rail but with smaller cars and slower speeds. They more often
operate in mixed traffic than light rail. They often incorporate historic vehicles or design themes. Their slower
speeds and smaller vehicle size makes them most suitable for neighborhood and central business district
applications.
Commuter Rail: Typically a locomotive pulling multiple coach cars, commuter rail vehicles operate in
exclusive right-of-way or on shared track with freight railroads. These vehicles must be FRA-compatible,
meaning that they must meet safety standards of the Federal Railroad Administration to operate on
the same track as freight locomotives. Diesel-electric power is the common propulsion technology, providing
poor start/stop characteristics. As a result, station spacing is further apart at 2 to 10 mile intervals. The typical
commuter rail application is commuter (peak-period) service between metropolitan and suburban areas.
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT): Although BRTs are self-propelled rubber tire transit vehicles operating in an
exclusive right-of-way, their operation and performance is similar to light rail. As a result, BRT can be a costeffective solution in denser urban and central business district corridors. When appropriate, the buses can
operate in mixed-flow traffic, although this removes any travel time advantage over automobiles.
High Speed Rail: This is a form of passenger rail transport that carries passengers at very high speeds on
exclusive right-of-way. Different propulsion technologies are available with magnetic levitation (Maglev) being
the cutting edge and conventional steel wheel vehicles as the standard today. Trains that operate at speeds
above 120 miles per hour are considered high speed, but speeds between 160 and 220 miles per hour are
fairly common in Europe and Asia. The fastest is currently a Maglev train in Shanghai, China that reaches
operational speeds of almost 270 mph but can travel at over 300 mph.
Paratransit: One of the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a requirement that public
transit be accessible to passengers with disabilities. The service area must be equivalent to that of the fixed
bus route system, and fares can be no more than double those of the fixed route system. Passengers must be
certified as eligible to use the services. While paratransit can take several forms, the most common is that
which is currently operating in Mesa County – a subscription service using smaller modified vans that
complement the fixed local bus routes. Vans are equipped with lifts to accommodate wheelchairs.
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Vision and Baseline Scenarios
Throughout the development of the 2035 Regional Transportation Plan, vision and baseline plans were prepared
for each mode in order to provide for a range of improvements and investment levels to study. Vision plans
generally are not able to be funded in the 25‐year timeframe of the Plan without significant additional funding
beyond anticipated levels. Baseline plans included various improvement scenarios all of which could be
implemented with anticipated available funding in the timeframe of the 2035 Regional Transportation Plan.
In addition to the Vision and Baseline scenarios, a Low Base scenario was also developed to reflect significantly
reduced funding. Specifically, the Low Base scenarios were developed in response to Amendments 60 and 61 to
the Colorado State Constitution and Proposition 101 on the November 2010 ballot. Each of these measures,
which would have significantly reduced funding for the regional transportation system, failed at the polls.
However, since the election was so close to the end of the Plan’s development, the Low Base plans remain in the
discussion. These scenarios are defined in general terms in Figures 6.4 – 6.5 and Table 6‐2. Tables 6.3 – 6.5 and
Figures 6.6 – 6.8 contain more details on the Vision, Baseline, and Low Base scenarios and their distinct
assumptions, system level concepts, and project level alternatives.

Figure 6‐4: Cost of Transit Vision and Baseline Scenarios
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Table 6‐2: Transit Vision and Baseline Scenarios
Scenario

Vision

Baseline

Low
Base

25‐year Cost
(2010 $$)

$147 million

$80 million

$50 million

Description

Assumptions

Increase service hours consistent with
population growth. Increased service hours
could include increased frequency, ex‐tended
service hours, new routes and/or redeployment
of existing routes. This approximately represents
a continuation of today’s per capita service level.
Continuation of existing service hours with
possible redeployment of existing service. (Note:
This actually represents a net reduction in
service as existing transit service hours must
now accommodate a significant increase in
population.)
No increases in funding over 2010 levels, with a
resultant loss of purchasing power of 3.5% per
year, or 38% loss of purchasing power over 25
years

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Significant increase (84%) over
today’s transit funding and service
hours
Keeps pace with population growth
Maintains today’s per capita
spending and per capita service
hours
Continues today’s funding and total
service hours
Keeps pace with inflation but not
population growth
Lower per capita spending and per
capita service hours
Significant reduction in spending
and service
Essentially not enough service to
comprise a County‐wide integrated
“system”

Figure 6‐5: Vision, Baseline, and Low Base Service Levels vs. Existing
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Table 6‐3: Transit Vision Scenario Detail

•
•
•
•

Process
Analysis compares alternatives to Baseline service
14 alternative Vision scenarios studied – evening, weekend, frequency, and route variations
2 Vision scenarios shortlisted by the Transit Subcommittee
Evaluation criteria were used to measure options, but final selection was based on collaborative discussion of priorities
Subcommittee Assumptions

•
•
•
•

Decisions from the Baseline set the tone for the Vision in terms of preference for evening service over Sunday service.
With additional budget, new routes and peak frequency of 30‐minutes becomes possible and desirable to serve more
activity centers and capture “choice” riders.
Only peak frequency increase is needed, not all‐day 30‐minute frequencies.
The preferred system extends evening service to 9 or 10 PM.
System Level Concepts

•
•
•
•

Double geographic coverage with new routes on the same 60‐minute base headways OR
Increase geographic coverage 50% with new 60‐minute routes & improve 50% of existing routes frequency to 30‐
minutes OR
Increase geographic coverage 50% & extend service hours into the evening by 25% (extend from 7:15p to 10:30p) OR
Double frequencies on existing routes, without an increase in geographic coverage
Project Level Alternatives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route 8 Fruita: Improve from 60‐minute to 30‐minute
Route 6 Orchard Mesa: Extend Route by 25% in length southeast @60‐minutes
Route 4 Palisade: Improve from 60‐minute to 30‐minute
Route 10 Clifton: Improve from 60‐minute to 30‐minute
Grand Junction: Improve east‐west route from 60‐minute to 30‐minute (Rte 2,3,5, or 9)
Grand Junction: Improve north‐south route from 60‐minute to 30‐minute (Rte 1 or 7)
New east‐west route at 60‐minutes along an F½ Road & G Road alignment
New north‐south route along 1st Street or 7th Street, 60‐minutes
New route along west Broadway to serve Redlands with fixed‐route at 60‐minutes
New route either peak‐only or all‐day to De Beque, Collbran, or connect w/ Roaring Fork Transit Authority (RFTA).
Extend service hours selectively to routes by performance or other measure
Express or limited‐stop route from Palisade to Grand Junction to Fruita
Expand Palisade school tripper to full peak‐period service
Add stand‐by or “loop extra” capacity to increase on‐time performance
Recommendations

•
•
•

Geographic expansion ‐ one new route (TBD)
Increased frequencies ‐ Many to most routes with 30 minute peak and 60 minute off‐peak frequencies
Service expansion ‐ expand day from 14 hours of service to 16 hours
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Figure 6‐6: Transit Vision Scenario
Please refer to the Map Appendix to see a larger version of this map.
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Table 6‐4: Baseline Transit Scenario Detail

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Process
Analysis compares alternatives to today’s service
13 alternative Baseline scenarios studied – evening, weekend, frequency, and route variations
Evaluation criteria were used to measure options, but final selection was based on collaborative discussion of priorities
Subcommittee Assumptions
Input from elected officials recently has emphasized the need to extend service further into the evening.
Additional evening service is more important than new Sunday service.
With a fixed budget, there is an undesirable effect of adding a new route (new geographic coverage) upon the system,
reducing the system’s service span by one whole hour per day. This conflicts with the desire to add some evening
service.
With a fixed budget, there is an undesirable effect of adding 30‐minute frequency to any one route all day or for a
significant portion of the day. It reduces the system’s service span by one hour per day.
After considering evening service to 10:00 pm, the extension from 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm was deemed best to balance the
need for later service with the productivity of the existing routes in the system.
Cutting one route from the existing system would free up resources for “tripper” capacity service, evening service, and
late‐evening subsidized taxi service.
System Level Concepts

•
•
•
•

Existing service geography and frequency do not change OR
Geography expands but frequencies are reduced OR
Frequencies expand but geography is reduced OR
Span of service (hours per day or days per week) are expanded and frequency is reduced
Project Level Alternatives

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use service performance (i.e. passengers per hour) to reduce service to some routes in order to expand service to
other routes and adjust to route‐level bus loads
o Shorten the daily span of service on some routes (i.e. 14‐hour day from 5:15 am to 7:15 pm; 12 hour day from
6:15 am to 6:15 pm)
o Cut some Saturday route services
Cut some daytime route services in order to provide night time service on key routes
Reduce stops to no closer than ¼‐mile spacing
Recommendations
Geographic stability – similar to today
Potentially cut one route
Service re‐allocation
Maintain 60‐minute frequency
Tripper service as needed
Extend some routes to 8 PM
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Figure 6‐7: Baseline Transit Scenario
Please refer to the Map Appendix to see a larger version of this map.
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Table 6‐5: Low Base Transit Scenario Detail

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Process
Analysis compares alternatives to today’s service
7 alternative Low Base scenarios studied – evening, weekend, frequency, and route cuts
Evaluation criteria were used to measure options, but final selection was based on collaborative discussion of priorities
Subcommittee Assumptions
Cutting all routes equally leaves a 9‐hour operating day which is not sufficient for most commutes given walk and
transfer times.
Cutting other dimensions of service is equally unacceptable. A 4‐day service week will not meet commuter needs.
Removing routes significantly affects geographic, activity center, and workplace coverage.
A combination of cuts was deemed most palatable if legislation like 60/61 or 101 were to pass or economic conditions
worsened significantly.
o 14‐hour day to an 11‐hour service day
o Cut Saturday service
o Maintain weekday service
o Routes may still need to be cut
System Level Concepts
At best, 40% reduction in hours compared to existing service. At worst, no service OR
At best 20% reduction in service geography and 20% reduction in hours. At worst, no service OR
At best, 40% reduction in service geography. At worst, no services OR
Reduction in service of this magnitude may warrant reverting to county‐wide demand‐response service
Project Level Alternatives

•

•
•
•

Hours reductions
o Reduce days of service from 6 to 4
o Reduce hours of service from 14 (5:15a to 7:15p) to 8.5 (8:30a to 5:00p)
o Combination of days and hours
Service geography reductions
o Reduce from 11 fixed‐routes to 6 or 7 routes
Combination of hours and geography reductions.
Potentially no fixed‐routes. Demand‐response only.
Recommendations

•
•
•
•

Cut one to four routes
Maintain 60‐minute frequencies
Reduce day from 14 hours/day to 11 hours/day
Cut Saturday service
Impacts

•
•

•

About 1,000 fewer riders per weekday
System is incomplete
o Fewer activity centers and work places served
o Connections are difficult or not possible
Affects captive riders the most, including individuals with:
o No car
o No drivers license
o Lower incomes
o Disabilities
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Figure 6‐8: Low Base Transit Scenario
Please refer to the Map Appendix to see a larger version of this map.
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Transit Evaluation Criteria
As presented in Chapter 1, Process, Context, Issues, and Key Messages, transit evaluation criteria were designed
for testing scenarios and alternatives based on the principles of SAFETEA‐LU, Key Messages developed through
the public process, and the desire to keep the evaluation process simple. The following criteria were used to rate
each transit alternative.
•

Mobility/Congestion Relief – How does the
alternative perform compared to the baseline in
terms of annual ridership, service hours, average
riders per hour, and average cost per rider?

•

System Quality – What is the span of service hours
in a 24‐hour period and 7‐days per week? What
percent of route hours are at frequencies greater
than 60 minutes?

•

Environment – What is the potential for reducing
vehicle emissions related to vehicle miles of travel
and congestion?

•

Local Commitment and Local Plan Consistency – Are there local resources committed to the project? Is
there an increased ability to leverage funding? Is the alternative consistent with local plans? Is there a
history of local support for the alternative?

Financially Constrained Transit Plan
Based on the analysis described previously, the alternatives within each scenario proposed for the transit system
were reviewed and prioritized for implementation based on evaluation scores and collaborative discussion by
the Transit Subcommittee. The financially‐constrained transit plan for the 2035 Regional Transportation Plan is
the continuation of the existing fixed‐route bus and paratransit service with minor modifications through the
year 2035. This is reflected in the recommended Baseline scenario. This Plan is based on the anticipation that
resources for transit should remain reasonably constant over the next 25 years, so that increases in funding stay
consistent with cost increases associated with inflation. In addition to the current GVT local bus fixed route and
paratransit services, the following recommendations are included in the Financially Constrained Transit Plan:

•
•
•
•
•

Maintain geographic coverage similar to today’s routes;

•

Extend some routes to 8:00 PM.

Potentially cut one route from the system to fund other priorities;
Re‐allocate bus services and adjust routes as necessary to meet future needs and priorities;
Maintain 60‐minute bus frequencies;
Provide “tripper” service as necessary with the reduction in one route – a tripper bus follows full
buses on selected routes at peak times to pick up the overflow; and
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As presented in Chapter 4, Financial Analysis and Funding Resources, for planning purposes the 25‐year funding
for the transit system was estimated to be about $80.0 million in constant year 2010 dollars, or about $3.2
million per year. Table 6‐6 is from Chapter 4 and shows the total estimated revenues for the non‐motorized
transportation system in the Mesa County region. Table 6‐7 shows 25 years of funding by 5 year increment in
constant year 2010 dollars and in year of expenditure dollars.

Table 6‐6: Transit Revenue Funding Sources and Forecast (2010 $$, millions)
Category

Program

Description

Annual

25‐Years

OPERATIONS
Local

General Revenues

Matching for Federal Operating Programs

$1.100

$27.500

Local

Fares

$0.320

$8.000

Federal

5307/5310/5316/5317

Operational Support
Formula and Grant Programs ‐ Operations
(Urban)
Formula and Grant Programs ‐ Operations
(Rural)
Subtotal ‐ Operations

$1.100

$27.500

$0.190

$4.750

$2.710

$67.750

Federal

5311/5316

CAPITAL
Local

General Revenues

Matching for Federal Capital Programs

$0.100

$2.500

Federal

5307/5309/5310/5311/5316/5317

Formula and Grant Programs ‐ Capital

$0.400

$10.000

Subtotal ‐ Capital

$0.500

$12.500

Grand Total

$3.210

$80.250

Table 6‐7: Available Funding for the Transit System in 5‐Year Increments (millions)
Total
(2010 $$)

Time Period
2011 ‐ 2015
2016 ‐ 2020
2021 ‐ 2025
2026 ‐ 2030
2031 ‐ 2035
Total (25 years)

$16.0
$16.0
$16.0
$16.0
$16.0
$80.0

Total
(Year of
Expenditure $$)
$17.7
$20.8
$24.4
$28.7
$33.8
$125.4

Note: Year of expenditure forecasts are based on 3.3% CPI inflation per year.
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